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 torrent support, proxy server support, resume support, encryption options and support for almost every format and file type. Download speed can be controlled to a maximum of 100 Mbit/s using a connection drop meter, RTSP feed and speed limiting can be set independently for each protocol, and a scheduler can be used for dynamic support of downloads. Features The program is free software,
released under the terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2. Since version 2.3.7, BitTorrent is integrated as a frontend for Transmission BitTorrent download client and Bittorrent Sync. BitTorrent is not restricted to using a Transmission/Libtorrent download client, it can use the official Transmission client. The BitTorrent library is used for speed limiter and protocol accelerators in the

program. Support for multiple simultaneous downloads Support for.torrent files Support for downloading files in the background Support for checking out releases in a P2P network (peer to peer) Support for checking in releases to a P2P network (peer to peer) Support for IP limiting, anti-censorship and hiding Support for finding peers Support for configuring the HTTP(S) proxy Support for
saving/loading/restoring settings and connecting to a specific server Fast downloads can be throttled using a connection drop meter Support for dynamic connection and RTSP throttling BitTorrent speed limiter, RTSP throttling and fast download throttling can be set independently for each protocol BitTorrent download speed can be limited to a maximum of 100 Mbit/s using a connection drop meter,
RTSP feed and speed limiting can be set independently for each protocol BitTorrent and RTSP downloads are combined in a queue which means that you can download and watch videos at the same time BitTorrent can be used to directly transfer files to a connected device such as an external hard drive or a tablet BitTorrent supports encryption with AES 256-bit, RSA 2048-bit, and SHA-2 256-bit

BitTorrent supports magnet links and UDP trackerless BitTorrent supports DHT and PEX BitTorrent supports flac, mp3, m4a, aiff, ogg, wav, flv, wmv, mp4, tta, ogv, wav, avi, mid, wma, acc, aac, caf, crc, hap, mp3, m4 f3e1b3768c
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